
FullCoverage:
Comprehensive
Protection for your 

 Solar Power
System.



FullCoverage: 
Simply twice the 
guarantee.

As a Solarwatt system owner you are protected on two 

levels: your investment in a solar power system is solidly 

protecting your energy future, and Solarwatt’s unique 

insurance and warranties which protects the entire PV 

system will ensure you sleep soundly. 

 

FullCoverage secures your energy independence.

You are protected in case your solar power system is 

damaged or delivers less power than expected. It also 

covers theft and weather damage and is available on 

your entire PV system. That means modules, inverters, 

storage units* and wallboxes.

* Only storage systems purchased via Solarwatt are insured.

** Excess of 250€/case; *** Compensation is calculated from the first day of malfunction up to maximum of one year.

FullCoverage covers damage in the event of**:

  Mechanical and electrical incidents, such as overcurrent, 

 overvoltage and short circuits

  Weather-related incidents such as frost, hail, lightning, snow 

 pressure, fire and water as well as theft or looting, operator 

 errors, carelessness and animal bites

All-risk Insurance
If your system is damaged or needs to be replaced, FullCoverage 

will cover all repair or replacement costs. Not just for replacement 

parts, but also any craftsman and installation expenses. The com-

pensation is paid in full - without deduction of any residual values 

and covers additional costs of replacement due to technological 

progress and price increase. If a costly expert opinion is required 

to determine the material damage, this will also be compensated 

in the event of proof of damage.

Downtime insurance: Make up for 

hours of sunshine missed.

If your system is stolen or damaged, until it is replaced you would 

also lose out on the electricity that could have been generated. 

FullCoverage pays you back for that lost power, from the third 

day - up to one year. There is no downside!

2  €/kWp

days lost

April to September

1  €/kWp

days lost

October to March

Low Yield Insurance: 

Bad weather? No worries.

What about years of below-average sun? If 90 % 

of the annual energy yield predicted in the output 

forecast is not generated due to lower solar irradia-

tion, then you will benefit from the minimum ear-

nings insurance included in FullCoverage. 

In such a case, the insurance will cover the diffe-

rence between guaranteed annual output and the 

actual output. This means up to 50 % of the fore-

casted annual energy output!***

FullCoverage covers your roof 

installations up to 1.000 kWp including: 

 Modules

 Mounting system

 Manager flex

 Storage system

 Wallbox

 Technical peripherals



We will put everything 

right again in the event 

of damage or loss.

Yes, everything!

*This brochure is for information purposes only. The only information which is definitive is the information you received together with your insurance

certificate relating to insurance coverage, customer information and instructions on the correct procedure in the event of loss or damage.

Good to know
Solarwatt pays your FullCoverage premi-

ums for the first five years (excluding 

glass-foil modules). FullCoverage is auto-

matically included for Battery flex and 

ensures smooth operation and damage 

protection for 5 years.

FullCoverage is included for glass-glass 

modules and is available for purchase on 

glass-foil modules.

All-risk insurance

Downtime insurance

Minimum yield insurance

Product warranty 30 years 15 years

Performance warranty 30-year linear 25-year linear

Solarwatt

Glass-glass modules

Solarwatt

Glass-foil modules

That is why, we give you market

leading product and performance

guarantees on all our products.

We guarantee our systems will deliver 

consistently high returns. Specifically,

in the first year we guarantee at least

97 % of the measured minimum output. 

In the 29 following years, output will

not decrease by more than 0.35 % per

year. In the 30th year the yield must

still be at least 87 %. Otherwise, we

will reimburse you for the missing

income.

Glass-foilGlass-glass

years
302520151050

6.000

8.000

10.000

+ 75.000 kWh*
    guaranteed

12.000

kWh/year

* based on a 10 kWp system, on a south-facing roof at a 30° angle in Munich (Germany), for a

 4-person household with a heat pump and electric vehicle charger. Calculation via PV Sol.

We believe in the 

quality of our 

products

Online activation

FullCoverage becomes valid as soon as you activate it online. For more information, ask your installer! They are familiar 

with all the insured components and will help you through the online registration at solarwatt.com.



Be part of a  
greener future.

We want to make it as easy as possible for you to be part of 

a positive change in the way we generate energy. No matter 

whether you’d like a general and no-obligation chat or have 

specific questions, we’d be happy to talk. We look forward to 

your call or email.

Solarwatt Technologies Ltd.

Speedwell Mill, Old Coach Road

Tansley

DE4 5FY

T +44-20-3966-1952

info.uk@solarwatt.com 

solarwatt.com
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Go solar with 

 Solarwatt.


